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About This Game

Hobo: Tough Life is a city survival RPG. You play as a homeless person and your main goal is to survive. To do this you will
have to deal with hunger, hostile environment, 5d3b920ae0
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Really amazing game, unfortunately incomplete. But I can see great potential for numerous additional features and different
aspects of gameplay to be implemented., Becomes repetitive as you approach end game where the only thing worth doing is
accumulating Mysterious Boxes and the Calamity is meaningless when you have full Cold and Wet Resistance clothing, but
getting to this point is immersive from a RPG point of view. Can't wait to see what the devs plan to implement in this game such
as Combat and maybe Prostitution.. loved it but refunded it i want to rebuy but i have no money when i can im buying
theu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665out of this game. As someone on the search for some decent survival games, this one
caught me by surprise because urban survival is a type of survival game that frequently eludes my consideration. While Hobo is
a bit of a "wiki game" in that the tutorials in place don't really help prepare you for surviving on the streets, I also think that you
are meant to figure some stuff out on your own and you'll likely be desperately clinging to life as you try to learn as much as you
can. The minigames and interactions with other characters are interesting enough to further keep me hooked. Personally, I'm
curious as to how much you can break the game once you become experienced with it because Youtubers like GrayStillPlays
probably are only scratching the surface in that regard. With that said, I do not recommend this game in its current state because
I personally found it has a major technical issue that seems to be affecting other people. While I understand this is an Early
Access title, it seems very poorly optimized compared to other Early Access games I have played (even games like A Long Dark
weren't this bad) and a recent update (0.63) was intended to improve performance. However, this must not be working for
everyone because for me the game uses so much CPU even on the lowest settings that its utilization is comparable to rendering a
video. To put it another way, this game heats my CPU up to dangerous temperatures (easily over 80C within a few minutes)
while even unpatched versions of highly demanding games like release Witcher 3 barely reach the mid-70s. I'm using a gen 4 i7,
which is well above the recommended system requirements, so I'm unsure why this is happening. I will revise my
recommendation once the game plays nicely with more people's system configurations since for some people, the game
apparently doesn't even run.. Good game but still needs a few kinks worked out. I think its been worth it because there's not
many ways you can get 10+ hours of entertainment for u00a313.99 these days. If you're going to add fighting please make this
optional. I enjoy the game as it is without violence. I notice you can buy things like thigh high boots, high heel shoes, latex pants
and devil horns. Maybe a sex worker skill would be something to think about? You could make a lot of money from sex work,
but you need condoms for it. Also it reduces your moral and health if you dont use a condom.

Letzte Worte VR Update 1.0 : First of all, thank you for playing and sharing your experiences and feedback with us. We noticed
that many of you had performance issues, especially during the mountain level. Therefore, we have been working on an update
to improve those parts of the game. You will also notice improved visuals and performance throughout the game.. Now
Available on Steam - Letzte Worte : Were happy to announce the full release of our free-to-play title Letzte Worte on Steam.
All you need is a room-scale HTC Vive or 360 Oculus Touch setup. Trapped in a strange shattered world lost in fog, you take a
trip down memory lane. The past not only hides memories of your relationship between you and your brother, but also the
suppressed event that may has led to his suicide. Face your deepest fear in this built-for-VR adventure.
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